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Wt ca lcu late the photon structure funct ion in QOD in the

intermediate region of the Вjorken var iab le 0 . 2 < x < 0 . 8

( 3C» i.У • ,where q is the hard photon virtuality.p is the

soft photon momentum).It ie shown that without introduction of

fitting parameters the experimental data can be described in the

range 3 ueV
2
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2
/ not taking aocount

for the leading logarithmic corrections.lt is demonstrated that

the corrections proportional to < &м^> to the hard photon

scattering amplitude on the longitudinal soft photon and to the

Oallan-Gross relation vanieh.
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e
 Introduction

There is до relaxation of interest to Investigation of

photon structure functions since the time of the Witten's paper.

As he showed, in the framework of perturbative QCD it is possible
о

to calculate the dominant at large Q part of

ion which is usually parametrized as follows:

о

to calculate the dominant at large Q part of the structure funct-

Essential was the fact the perturbation theory contribution Pg

(see Fig»1) with the account of logarithmic corrections contains

the term &6
&
 (Q )

 an
"' consequently

8
 there arises a possibility

as to "pure" .^ ^QCD *
f
'

er
*

l
"

M
*'

on
'«' However, an uncertainty in the

function ^ ( ж / . corresponding to nonparturbative contri-

bution gives rise to large difficulties on this way. 'Jo estimate

the hadronic contribution there were as a rule used various vari-

ants of the vector dominance model (see, e.g. the review
1
"

 J
 and the

recent discussion In ref."J) but there was not j?ropoa«d a satis-

factory algorithm for diatingulalng r> (acj and £ <>c) .

She attempts made in this direction^* ̂^ inevitably contained as

a component the introduction of an additional parameter which

complicated the obtaining of ^ Q C J ) from experimental data. She

evenmore artificial in our opinion attempt to describe the expe-

riment was made In^3-'where logarithmic evolution started practi-

cally from A Q C ^ and the possibility of determining this para-

meter totally disappeared.

A>nothar motive for discussions, directly connected with the
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preceding one, is the problem of existence of singularities at

email x which appeared beyond the framework of the leading loga-

rithmic approximation*•*"'* The convergence degree grows with

the 065 degree increase and the problem of existence of the

variable x region where the perturbation theory calculations

remain valid become of a serious character. The calculation of

f8J
nonperturbative corrections revealed the existence of х-* О
singularities in the terms of order ̂ ty^s/p!* , p »/1

f l c A

 e
**d

that is why there is a hope for their mutual cancellation at their
r-r P.-t 1 „ HAX>

accurate account in. hp <2rta /% . Note also the paper

'•which deals with this problem where the structure function of

virtual photon scattering was discussed disregarding power-like

effects. In that paper it was also demonstrated that there arises

natural cut off for radiative corrections to the moments of the

structure functions which naively seem, to be divergent»

Under the situation at hand it is natural to quantitatively

consider Fp(x) in the QCD framework without introducing fitting

parameters. In this paper we calculate the nonperturbative contri-

bution into Р«(х) using the method close in its idea to the sum

rule method'- •'previously developed in refs. *• ' -»for calculation

of the nucleon structure functions in the region of intermediate

I and Q
2
 .

The leading nonperturbative contribution into P«(x) at inter-

mediate Q and the B^orken variable X - 'Зч/ » ^ " / * ? '

emerges from accounting for quark interaction with gluon conden-

sate. It is natural here to parametrize Fg(x) eg a contribution

from the lower physical state-vector meson plus contribution of
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higher state continuum. The method auggceted allows one to comp-

letely fix the x-dependence and the P
?
(x) structure function

normalization making use of the calculation results of the main

QCD diagrams in the region of the deep-inelastic scattering on

the -virtual photon. Incidentally, wo reproduce ummbiftuoualy the

form of the structure function of vector xneson with transverse

polarization in the intermediate x~region.

All the parameters on which the P
?
(x) depends niv already

known .from QCD sua rules for the mass and leptonic v/idth of vector

иезоп and do not require fitting. Hots also that the physical

interpretation of individual contributions into P
2
^

x
)

 i n
 wo*

jjaper significantly differ from usual approach. Indeed, remind

that in. the language of QCD sum rules the physical p -meoon

determined by a part of the loop' ( tlie part of the di.7persi.0n

integral over this loop dual to О -moson) and by the leading

power corrections. That is why from tho sura rule viewpoint the
p. f. „HAD

division of Pp into /~, , >\ inevitably contains the

double counting; this is the аша of the contributions of states

of two different bases - the quark-glubnic and hadronic. In ouo

approach F
2
(x) consists from the very beginning of the contribut-

ions of hadrenic states, the main of which is the p -meson

contribution. The latter is dual to the part of the quark loop

in Pig.1 and contains an extra term from nonperturbativc inter-

action. The remaining part of the quark loop may be treated aa

a contribution of higher hadronic states.

The sketch of the рярег is the following. In Sec.2 wo dis-

cuss the method of calculation of the photon structure function.
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This method is based on the expansion of the correlator of four

electromagnetic quark currents. In Seo,3 we calculate the basic

QCD diagrams which determine this correlator in the kinematlcal

region of the virtual photon-virtual photon scattering. In Sec.4

we directly calculate the structure functions of the real photon

and transverse p -meson end compare with ths errperiment. In

Conclusion we briefly discuss the basic results of the paper and

show possibilities for their precising.

2. Calculation Method of the Photon Structure Function

The suggested approach mainly repeats the one used in refs.

Г11 io"j

L
 •'"-•'to calculate the nucleon structure function and for this

reason we restrict ourselves by reminding basic moments. Let ua

consider the forward deep-inelastic scattering amplitude of vir-

2 2

tual photon q on the virtual photon p via intermediate hadronic

states. As was shovm in refs. •• * -"the imaginary part of such an

amplitude is determined Ъу small distances if x ia not too close

to 0 and 1, and I <L } , /p
2
/ » R. where R is the

confinement radius. This circumstance allows us to use the opera-

tor expansion, namely, to represent the amplitude at hand as a

sum of the simplest diagrams of Fig.1 and as power corrections to

them.

Thus, start with the four-point correlator*

(2)



_ л
where Цц - CL Q Vu Q, is the electromagnetic quark curr-

ent, and calculate the imaginary part 1m ty\/%p over S=(p+q)

2 2

at fixed p ,q < 0 and t=0. In what follows we shall be interes-

ted in the configuration where one of the photons ia strongly

virtual ("sampler") and ether is simply virtual ("target"), i.e.

the scaling limit ID f« /Ch /, is in thi3 case always /p />> j$ .

Then one should remain in all calculations the ground terms of

2 2 2 2

the p /q expansion. The Q = ~q region where we shall worlc, ia

supposed to Ъе such for the QCD logarithmic corrections to be in-

essential. AXL1 these conditions may, in principle, be satisfied if

1 GeV
2
 , Q

2
 - Ю CeV

2
 .

Г11 12l

It can be easily seen that arguments given in refs.
1
- *

 J

in favour of the operator expansion applicability are valid for

-7ло Vu\)^p , The unit operator contribution is given by the

imaginary part of the simplest diagrams of Fig.1, The

reader acquainted with the QCD sum rule may readily reconstruct

the next operators essential in this problem. First, one should

account for the vacuum expectation value <^r-^^(d«4), then

etc.

Suppose that we are able to calculate all the basic contri-

butions into lm Vutfdp . (The real calculation will be given

below in Sec.3). Let us deal with the physical interpretation of

the imaginary part of the correlatorflj. Multiplying it by the

four-vector of the photon polarisation Qn(p) Q~ (t>\ (in the

general case - virtual) and summing over polarizations we may

write for the appearing tensor the stan
dar<1

 expansion over the

structure functions of virtual photon:



Mote that the main advantage and simplicity of the problem at

hand comparing, for example, with the problem of determination of

the nucleon structure function. There is not necessity here to

extract the physical state of interest using a Borel-type boreli-

zation procedure. The photon is extracted from the very beginning

because of the weak coupling with hadronic states.

The other feature of our problem is that even in the leading

twist approximation the nonzero is the function P-(x) which deter-

mines the longitudinal photon interaction and which is zero for

the nucleon scattering case. ITote that in what follows we restrict

ourselves by the ground terms of the p /Q expansion, i.e. by the

twiat-2 operators in the operator expansion of the currents in-

teracting with the hard photon, that corresponds to the scaling

limit JV£*%(/%gx) , Wf - £f(P/\?,Oc') and
by the first power correction which, is equivalent to the twist-4

operator account»

Note that, in principle, function h! f f/poaj maybe

measured in the region where it is calculated in QCD. To this

end an appropriate configuration in the process e+e""-> e*e~ -+

+ hadrons is necessary (both intermediate photons are strongly vir-

tual, tf>2l" J&eV. Q *-"Ю&*У ). I» reality, however, such

experiments ere practically nonrealizable because of the small-



ness of the corresponding e e" cross sections.

The question arises, whether it is possible using the QCD

2 —2
calculations in the region of large p >> R , to reconstruct

the limit

%(*%) %(} (4)

i.e. the structure function of the real photon? Our recipe of

obtaining Pp(x) in the following. The nonperturbative part in

J-
7
/PX> Stz)

 i s
 modelled by the p -meson contribution, and,

generally speaking, by the transition contribution depicted in

Pig.2b. Requiring coincidence of p~ terms and p terras at large

о
p we fix all unknown functions. The following transition to the

о

limit p -+- 0 does not give rise to difficulties since the diver-

gences at the limiting process do not arise.

It should be noted that the structure function language is

more convenient for us than the moment language because the
о

account of the operator C^^in the operator expansion leads to

appearance of singularity at small x and the logarithmic diver-

gence arises for the second moment of the structure function

which needs a separate consideration. In our approach we may

restrict ourselves by the region XL > Q. 2. and avoid such a

problem.

3» QCD-Calculation of the Four-Current Correlator

Let \xa now proceed to direct calculation of imaginary part

of the correlator 2 basing on the operator expansion. The calcu-

lation of the unit correlator contribution, i.e. of the imaginary
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pert of the diagrams of Pig*1
f
 contains no news; these diagrams

have been calculated many times in the literature (see,, for

example,, the review^ ^"and more earlier papers cited there in).

In the quark zero mass approximation and in the leading in

2 2
p /Q order the contribution of the diagram 1 into the structure

function (i.e. the coefficient at the structui'e p
u
 р

лУ
 ) is

of the form

(5)

where the first terms in both figure brackets correspond to the

diagram of Pig.1a, and the rest to the diagram 1b. Hote that

appears when there is summing up over all polarizations,

of vlrtuai photon in (3), i.e* in the Lorentz gauge 2i &p @\

is replaced by 2(~O^ * / ^ / V / - the density matrix of the

nonpolarized photon. Next we shall neê ti separate expressions for

n
 T

the structure function /^ of the transverse photon

(6)

and for longitudinal photon r\ (see the discussion in



where 7\ ~ / \>*_а*л-* ( *K/I ~^ 5- / are known expres-

sion for the polarization vector of longitudinal photon, m is

the quark mass (see, for example "• " )« It can be readily seen

that ^ 2 2. &

The next tarm of the operator expansion for the correlator

(1) is the operator L^^y >
 t i i e

 coefficient functions

for 7v]-iich nre determined by the dia/jrame of Pig»3« Л" usual, it

is convenient to calculate thc-m in the fixed point jjauge for

gluonic field uning the standard expression for the :-:,nsslss3

фтгк oroT'n^atof \r, oxtornol gluonic vecuum field, F>'u'-sЫ tut ing;

th? exprcaeion for Uie propneator into all qusric lir:^s of the

square diafTfM w
1
; r;et a set of diarrojiir? of ?.î .3 v/i M; (01 ро~ц;Ъ-

le co;!ib:ir;ntionri of tv/o gluonic inoertion.
1
, The f -•>7.1 :<v; v.î ; !/io?re;i •

turn integration 1:3 made i.n the first nonvnn.ishin/j or:i'?r in p/4'" .

For reliability tlieso colculfition.-ч wore vei
iT
f.

;
.ed uo.iu.2; the

"RKDUCE-?" program.

Let из give- the result for the case when 7/r) v/<\/A(O ^
s

multiplied by tlie density matrix of nonpolarizei plioton

• Then the coefficient «t the struc-

ture in the leading tvist is
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4
 u7t yy * г t ~ ^ z се)

and in the leading twist there is no contribution from the

diagrams of Pig.3a.

Let us return to the expression of g?.uon c;nidozi;sate contri-

T" I/

bution into J/r> lyflf/ip for the case of longitudinal photor-
s

i.e. let us multiply the amplitude by 9< Я'р * After

rather complicated calculations one can see that th<? structure

function of longitudinal photons in the order ^ /p ''"vanishes»

Thus, t?ie gluon condensate in the leading tv/irt contributes on'J.y

...... 7-

to the structure function r:
:
. of transverse photons»

We have separate!;
1
/ calculated the pov/er correction to the

structure function F.,(x) and, correspondingly, to the Caiman-

Cross relation. It appeared that the power correction from gluoncondensate to F
T
 (x) = 5>

о
(х) - 2xF^ (x) is absent. ITote that

Р
т
(х,р , Q -*• 0) and F

9
(x,Q ,p "--»» 0) must vanish (see, however,

) since, for example,, the absence of < C? / at p —*• 0 in

F7 is analogous to usual axial anomaly where, as known, the

nonperturbative corrections are totally absent when calculating

the correlator Je^Cpfipsc +ьО,*Л<0ITD* A* (q) 1. foe) la fo) /6>>

where Jr^ is the quark axial current. If such an analogy which

is based on that in both cases the answer is fully determined

by the pole singularities, is valid, then it may be expected

that there are no any dimension corrections to the loop contri-

bution in Pig.t into F7j •
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Analytical computer calculations made it possible to obtain

the first power correction to (8) which breaks scaling* It is

reduced to that eq.(8) must be multiplied by the factor

Jfote that the correction (9) is completely originated from the

diagram 3c* Analogous correction to the function г~^ (зс)

appears to be zero in accordance with the above arguments.

It can be easily seen that the expression (8) is,in the

essence, the main nonperturbative contribution to the photon

structure function in the region of intermediate x. Indeed, the

contribution, of the operators /r) & г and rn ^«^„ta,,, т"

where nu is the quark mass, presented in Pig»4, is proportional

to Ъ[7"3у or о (be,) , i.e. it is originated in the region

where the whole approach must not, generally speaking work» The

s-imaginary part in the x-intermediate region will be contained

in fche Qo<j corrections to these terms of the operator ex-

** . о
рвпзхоп and to the terms proportional %о(/^Р'Ф^) , i.e. the

diagrams with additional exchange by hard gluon (of the type of

Fig.5). The calculation of these diagrams, though technically

complicated, may be performed in what follows for precising the

results obtained*

The applicability region of the approximation we used et

х-*-С may be estimated from the expression for F
2
& ) itself. At

standard choice!™. ̂  4**<' &$£> -O. 4^^ei/ . j ^

rically, this contribution becomes 30?S from the contribution

of a simple loop at z e 0.2. This means that at smaller x the
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disregarded higher terms of the operator expansion become essen-

tial.

Concluding this Section, ire note that the result we hare

obtained for the correction from condensate •<" Gn/tf^ diverges

with the result of the calculations made in ref.
L
 for the funct-

ion F-,(x). There is a divergence by the factor 2 in the terms

proportional to 1/x and in addition, other terms which are absent

Го]

in our result, also arise in ref,
L
 .

4« Calculation of Structure Functions of the Raal Photon

and p -Meson with /ylJ-J: . Comparison with ."xperiment.

Let us now proceed to calculation of the structure function

of the real photon. To this end it is convenient to consider the
r-i T T^T

nonperturbative part of rD ~~ r\ . On one hand, In the eucl:l de-em

2
region P < О it is given in our approximation "by the contri-

Г** v

bution of the -C LT^^? condensate, and on t3ie otlior hand, u:jin.g

analytic!ty we approximate I t in the hfy.' .̂с-Л region vy the cont-

ribution of /? -теэоь und by a purt оГ Uie а.лг,р1о Зоо,,;. i t i s

supposed that ^-frlpu. <Z l а > / ° у - ^ ? ^ > S U ,

which is equivalent to the stsn jiî .Iol оГ conviniiu;;:, OJ- _I;. lue

local duality lan^ua^e v;o refer the iu и^:ч«1 j on j-^r. j ; ; --'! -,<.'
r—f T~ -^

in the loop of i'ig. < to nonpertor-bativo part of /-% ' t Г/г us,

wa have the follow!nr гехи'Сли'ЛиНоюз I'OJ- I~/ '" j 5̂ L_ ~y ,, ~ j /" '

pr—
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I
i

In eq. (11) the function j"p(acj is proportional to the

structure function of p -meson (see Pig«2a) with transverse

polarissation
s
 while the function ^jfacy corresponds to Л

meson transition into higher resonance (see Pig
o
2c). Comparing

the tense at the powers p and p"*
4
" «t S^-cep we шау define the

functions j-a^ac) and ^тО
3
^*} * **

 c a a
 ^

e e a e i
l y «een, expanding

in powers
 S

°/p
Z
 t *bat ^O

3
^) ^& , i.e. the

transverse £ -meaor traraition into higher resonances la

absent. Comparing the p~* terms we the relation for

>

which is evidently, invalid in the region of small x, since

becomes negative» Note also that (12) cannot be considered in the

region x-* 1, since jLO^"*^) does not satisfy the relations

following from quark counting rules* Besides0 other disregarded

nonperturbative contributions of the type /77 Ч'*т' give * contri-

bution at x ->1.

2to go over to the limit p -*• 0 wa must add to the expression
K.. I"**

I (6) the expression for /7 (1t) taking into account eq.(12) and

the condition xtOV
5
»*/ . The final expression for f\ (SO.) has

th« following form:



н

4/r < ~ф
(13)

Experimentally, the function
a
 nonpolarized soft

photon is studied, therefore, it is necesoary to add the expres-

eion f-£ (жп -*O) to f£ . However, owing to the gauge

invariance and to the presence of nonzero current quark masses,

we have г? С
3
^^ =OJ-O and thus ve may directly compare (13)

with the experimental data. As is seen from Pig.6 we have a good

agreement in tbe region 0.2<Г х < 0.8 in a sufficiently wide

energy range not talcing account of logarithmic evolution effecte.

In our opinion, the ^QCO determination in this energy range

ie practically impossible though determination of Q" values,

where the evolution effects become significant in our approach,

needs a aeparate consideration. Let us once more emphasize that

the agreement with the experimental data has Ъееп achieved with-

out Introducing fitting paramoters*

Hote that as a byproduct we have the relation (12) which

giree the structure function of transverse p -meson in the

2
region of intermediate x and Q .

Indeed, one can readily see thot the function

oonnected with the structure function of transverse vector meson

by the normalization relation
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(14)

Z
=? n/ . 0,s ie the transition constant of thewhere fr.=*oi , ^

v

vector meson corresponding to one flavour with the unit charge

(remind the definition Г(р°~*е*е~)
=
' "_ £*£- ).

Thus, in the region 0.2 < x < 0.8 4i

<

And the integral

f^C^/ аОГ (16)J
02. * 0.2 '

that reasonably agrees with available concepts on the quark-

parton structure of p -meson.

In connection with the problem of small x note that the

hope for possible cancellation of 1/x singularities at their

mutual account in perturbative and nonperturbative partв of

^(x) is in our opinion unjustifiable. Really, one may expect

that the cancellation of 1/x terms in perturbative corrections

and perturbative pert of <СпцуУ but the nonperturbative cont-

ribution into <£GMJ> inevitably remains and therefore in the

\ region of small x one should sum влй analyse the x*41
 terns*
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5. Conclusion

Thus, we convinced of the fact that the experimental data

on the structure function P?(x) can be described in the central

part of x values without introducing fitting parameters. The

possibility of '\QCH determination is restricted only by the
p

region of very large Q . In our approach the applicability limit

for consideration in the small x-region can be easily established.

Possible absence of corrections checked up for the lower dimension

operator for FZ makes it possible to estimate the experimental

determination of F~ as a pure test for QCD prediction.

Natural precising of the results obtained may include the

analysis of contributions of higher dimension operators as well

as the account of evolution effects and of mass difference

ms ~ mu d ' i*e* *he P r e s e n c e o f SU(3) violation between CO^ Lp

and P -mesons in the vector channel. The problem of calculation

of the power corrections to croos section of heavy quark product-

ion in two-photon processes will be considered separately»

A.COganesyan and A.Yu.Khodjamirian are indebted to L.S.Dulyan

for their help in composing analytical computations.

I
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Pig. 6. the comparison of the photon ntructure function (13) with

experimental data ofL
1
5,16J.
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2
 ><ФС*> -O^5__ CeV

4 I
Compilation i s taken from, ref.
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